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Abstract 

The cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converter is turning into a brilliant possibility for 

use in enormous Solar photovoltaic (PV) control plants. In any case, sun-oriented 

power age in the three converter stage legs can be altogether unbalanced, 

especially in a large geographically-dispersed plant. The report aims at balancing 

the power in the three converter phase legs in a photovoltaic power plant. The 

power imbalance between the three stages characterizes a limit for the infusion of 

adjusted three-stage flows to the matrix. This undertaking estimates the 

presentation and affirms the as of late proposed delta-associated CHB converter 

for PV applications as an elective setup for enormous scale PV control plants. 

The necessary voltage and current misrepresenting for the converter is logically 

created and looked at against the star-associated partner The analysis of star and 

delta connected cascaded h-bridge multilevel converter was done using 

MATLAB simulation. The simulated output of delta connected cascaded H-

bridge multilevel converter has more dependable performance with lower 

harmonics as compared with star connected cascaded H-bridge multilevel 

converter. It is indicated that the delta-associated CHB converter expands the 

adjusting capacities of the star-associated CHB and can suit most irregularity 

cases with moderately little misrepresenting. Observational outcomes from a lab 

model are given to approve the activity of the delta associated CHB converter 

under different power irregularity cases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The solar energy is a renewable source of energy 

which refers to energy from sun. Solar energy 

technologies use the sun’s energy for water heating, 

cooking, cooling and ventilation of residential building 

and electricity production. The sun’s power is directly 

converted into electricity using photovoltaic cells. The 

PV cell converts light into electric current using the 

photoelectric effect.  

The photoelectric effect of photo ionization is the 

emission of electrons or other free carriers when light is 

exhibited on a material.  

Such electrical energy obtained from a PV panel is 

more efficiently used when it is given to a cascaded h-

bridge multilevel converter. In the existing system, the 

cascaded h-bridge converter is connected in a star 

configuration. The power balance in the converter phase 

legs of a star connected CHB was achieved using 

fundamental frequency zero sequence injection method. 

Many advanced methods to achieve the power balance in 

phases legs were calculated and derived to minimize the 

required converter output voltages, and thus enabling the 

converter to operate under more severe power imbalance 

cases. However, extremely severe power imbalance cases 

were not be able to balanced in the case of the star 

connected configuration. 

Thus, the objective of the paper is to connect the 

photovoltaic cell with a delta connected cascaded h-

bridge multilevel inverter which has better power balance 

capability than the star connected cascaded h-bridge 

multilevel inverter. 
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II.OVERVIEW 

In the proposed scheme, the cascaded H bridge 

multilevel converter is connected in delta configuration 

for achieving better power balance in the three converter 

phase legs. Reproduction reads for the delta-associated 

CHB converter has shown its capability to manage 

extreme between stage control irregularity in PV 

applications. The delta associated CHB converter 

comprises of zero grouping present and positive 

succession current in its stage legs. At the point when 

control unevenness happens in the stage legs of delta 

associated CHB converter, the adequacy of zero 

arrangement current increments. The fundamental 

semiconductor misrepresenting to endure all conceivable 

power awkwardness cases, is henceforth, decreased. 

Likewise, a brief over current (< 5s), during extreme 

irregularity can for the most part be permitted in modern 

converters. 

III.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Block diagram 

 
Fig(1) : block diagram 

 

The various blocks are explained below: 

B. Photovoltaic Strings 

A photovoltaic system is a power system intended to 

supply usable sun-based power by methods for 

photovoltaic. It comprises of a course of action of a few 

variables, including sun-oriented boards to assimilate and 

change over daylight into power, a sunlight-based 

inverter to change the electric flow from DC to Ac, just as 

mounting, cabling and other electrical assistants to set up 

a working system. It might likewise use a sun based 

following system to improve the system's general 

execution and incorporate a coordinated battery 

arrangement, as costs for capacity gadget are required to 

decay.  

PV systems run from little, housetop mounted or 

fabricating coordinated systems with limits from a couple 

to a few many kilowatts, to huge utility-scale control 

stations of several megawatts. The PV systems can either 

be lattice associated or independent courses of action.  

A PV string is various sun-based modules associated 

together and the quantity of modules in that chain is its 

size. Systems with strings that are too little will forfeit 

productivity. Over measuring strings can harm inverters, 

void hardware guarantees and abuse the electrical code. 

Henceforth, choosing the right size string is of most 

extreme significance. 

C. DC-DC Converter 

A DC to DC converter is an electronic circuit or 

electromechanical gadget that changes over a wellspring 

of direct current starting with one voltage level then onto 

the next. It is a character of the electric power converter. 

Power levels run from exceptionally (low batteries) to 

(high-voltage control transmission).  

The term DC represents Direct flow which is a 

"unidirectional progression of electric charge”. People 

use DC control sources, for example, sunlight based cells, 

batteries and thermocouples. DC is adaptable and ready 

to move through conveyors, for example, wire, just as 

through separators, semiconductors, and even through a 

vacuum. The current consistently streams in only a 

solitary heading, which is what separates it from AC, or 

rotating current, which can alter course. While DC 

implies direct current, it additionally implies consistent 

extremity. A few sorts of DC will encounter varieties in 

their voltage, while most won't. One ought to never 

attempt to turn around the extremity in a DC gadget, 

except if it includes a diode connect that will consider for 

the switch. The greater part of the battery-fueled gadgets 

that individuals use doesn’t have this scaffold, so 

attempting to adjust the extremity would really destroy 

the gadget. 

Delta Connected Cascaded H-Bridge Multilevel 

Converter . 

A solitary stage staggered Cascaded H-Bridge inverter 

comprises of two inverter legs with two power gadget in 

each branch. The inverter DC transport voltage is 

ordinarily fixed, while its AC Output voltage can be 

balanced by either bipolar or unipolar balance plans, With 

various blend of four switches, every inverter level can 

create three unique voltages at the  output. 

 
Fig(2) :Single phase multilevel CHB inverter 

 

During inverter activity, switch S and S2 are shut 

simultaneously to supply a positive voltage and a present 

way. Switch S3 and S4 are gone on to outfit a negative 

worth. Contingent upon the heap current edge, the current 

may move through the fundamental switch or the 

freewheeling diodes are associated hostile to parallel with 

each switch. For a three-stage systems, the output of three 

indistinguishable structures of single-stage fell inverter is 

associated in delta structure. 
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IV.WORKING AND EXECUTION 

A. Simulation of PV panel 

The figure shows a circuit based a simulation model 

for a PV cell for evaluating the IV characteristics curves 

of photovoltaic board as for changes on natural 

parameters (temperature and irradiance) and cell 

parameters (parasitic opposition and ideality factor). This 

is likewise used to dissect the advancement of MPPT 

(greatest power point following) algorithm. The system 

used to follow the Maximum power point is perturb and 

Observe(P& O) technique . 

 

 
Fig(3) : Simulation model for PV panel 

 

P&O is the easiest technique. In this we utilize just a 

single sensor, that is the voltage sensor, to detect the PV 

cluster voltage and in this manner the expense of usage is 

less and consequently simple to actualize. The time 

multifaceted nature of this calculation is exceptionally 

less yet on arriving at near the MPP it doesn't end at the 

MPP and continues bothering on both the bearings. At the 

point when this happens the calculation has made near the 

MPP and we can set a suitable blunder restrain or can 

utilize a hold up work which winds up expanding the time 

intricacy of the calculation. IN any case the technique 

doesn't assess the quick difference in light level (because 

of which MPPT changes) and considers it as a change in 

MPP because of irritation and winds up ascertaining an 

inappropriate MPP. 

B.SIMULATION OF STAR CONNECTED CHB      

CONVERTER  

The given figure shows us the PV panel with a boost 

converter interfaced with a star connected cascaded h 

bridge multilevel converter. Gate pulses are generated 

using pulse width modulation (PWM) technique. The 

generated gate pulses are given to the MOSFET. The 

transistor switch S4 and S1 are turned on at 0 degree 

phase delay while the switch S3 and S2 are in off state. 

The transistor switch S3 and S2 are turned on at 180 

degree phase delay while the switch S4 and S1 are in off 

state. 
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Fig(4) : Simulation of star connected cascaded h-bridge multilevel converter 

 

C.SIMULATION OF DELTA CONNECTED CHB      

CONVERTER  

The given figure shows us the PV panel with a boost 

converter interfaced with a star connected CHB 

multilevel converter. Gate pulses are generated using 

pulse width modulation (PWM) technique. The generated 

gate pulses are given to the MOSFET. The transistor 

switch S4 and S1 are turned on at 0 degree phase delay 

while the switch S3 and S2 are in off state. The transistor 

switch S3 and S2 are turned on at 180 degree phase delay 

while the switch S1 and S4 are in off state. 

 

 
Fig(4) : Simulation of delta connected cascaded h-bridge multilevel converter 

 

The subsystem of a delta connected i.e. phase A of 

delta connected cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter is 

similar to that of the figure 5. Phase B and Phase C of 

delta connected CHB multilevel inverter is similar to that 

oh phase A. Each phase consists of 12 MOSFET 

switches. Thus a  phase CHB multilevel inverter consist 

of 36 MOSFET switches. 
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Fig(5) : Subsystem of Star Connected CHB multilevel converter 

 

The triggering signals for the star connected and delta 

connected cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter is 

generated using Pulse Width Modulation technique. One 

of the carrier based pulse width modulation scheme 

which is level shifter multicarrier modulation has been 

chosen to control the MOSFET’S  in Cascaded H-bridge 

multilevel converter.The triggering pulse given to the 

Cascaded H-bridge multilevel converter is as shown in 

the given figure 6. 

 
Fig(6) : Triggering pulses of cascaded h-bridge converter 
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D. COMPARISON BETWEEN STAR AND DELTA 

CONNECTED CASCADED H BRIDGE MULTILEVEL 

CONVERTER 

On comparing the star connected CHB converter with 

its delta connected counterpart, it is found that the power 

imbalance control is better in delta connection than the 

star connected Cascaded H-bridge multilevel converter. 

The simulation results of a star connected CHB is as 

shown in the fig 7. 

 

 
Fig(7) : Output of Star Connected CHB multilevel 

converter 

 

The output waveform obtained for star connected CHB 

multilevel converter is not a pure sinusoidal wave.The 

harmonics in the star connected output is extremely high. 

Also  the sinusoidal waveform obtained has a flattop.  

 

 
Fig(8) : Output of Delta Connected CHB multilevel 

converters 

 

Unlike the star connection, the output obtained in delta 

connected cascaded h bridge multilevel converter has a 

better sinusoidal waveform. The harmonics obtained is 

also lesser as compared to its star  connected counterpart. 

Thus the delta connected cascaded h bridge multilevel 

converter has better power balancing capability. 

V.CONCLUSION 

The main aim of the paper is to balance the power in 

three phase legs of photovoltaic powerplants. This is 

achieved with the help of a cascaded h bridge multilevel 

converter. Both the star and delta connected cascaded h 

bridge multilevel converter can balance the power in the 

phase legs of PV power plant. But in the cases of severe 

power imbalance conditions the delta connected CHB 

converter is recommended for better power balance 

capability. The star and delta connected output was also 

compared using Matrix laboratory (MATLAB) and was 

found that the delta connected CHB has better 

performance with lesser amount of harmonics. 

VI.FUTURE SCOPE 

This prototype can be brought into practical application 

when the delta connected cascaded H-bridge multilevel 

converter is coupled with asynchronous AC motor 

(Induction motor). When such a coupling is done, the 

entire model can be of used for agricultural irrigation and 

can be a supporting hand to the farmers.  

 

 
Fig(9) : Future scope 
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